Slave Branding Stories

the return of slave branding modern day sex traffickers are bringing back vile practice as girls tell how they are forced to get a tattoo of their pimp s name or insignia to mark them out as his, interestingly enough as a frustration to the slave and as an act of control the right to sex of any kind is controlled by the master i have had married slaves that reported to me for permission to couple with their spouses during the branding rite permission is given to undertake sexual acts, human branding or stigmatizing is the process by which a mark usually a symbol or ornamental pattern is burned into the skin of a living person with the intention that the resulting scar makes it permanent this is performed using a hot or very cold branding iron it therefore uses the physical techniques of livestock branding on a human either with consent as a form of body modification, the law provided slaves with virtually no protection from their masters the punishments used against slaves judged to be under performing included the use of the whip sometimes slave owners resorted to mutilating and branding their slaves
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